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Large-scale integrated quantum photonic technologies1,2 will
require on-chip integration of identical photon sources with
reconfigurable waveguide circuits. Relatively complex
quantum circuits have been demonstrated already1–7, but few
studies acknowledge the pressing need to integrate photon
sources and waveguide circuits together on-chip8,9. A key step
towards such large-scale quantum technologies is the inte-
gration of just two individual photon sources within a wave-
guide circuit, and the demonstration of high-visibility
quantum interference between them. Here, we report a
silicon-on-insulator device that combines two four-wave
mixing sources in an interferometer with a reconfigurable
phase shifter. We configured the device to create and manip-
ulate two-colour (non-degenerate) or same-colour (degener-
ate) path-entangled or path-unentangled photon pairs. We
observed up to 100.0+++++0.4% visibility quantum interference
on-chip, and up to 95+++++4% off-chip. Our device removes the
need for external photon sources, provides a path to increasing
the complexity of quantum photonic circuits and is a first step
towards fully integrated quantum technologies.

To date, most quantum waveguide circuits have been fabricated
from glass-based materials, which offer low propagation loss, a
wide transparency window and efficient coupling to optical fibre,
but also limit device functionality and suffer from large circuit foot-
prints. The silicon-on-insulator (SOI) photonics platform, recently
developed for classical applications10,11, has several advantages over
glass-based systems, including a high component density, a strong
x (3) optical nonlinearity, mature fabrication techniques, fast optical
modulators12 and compatibility with both 1,550 nm telecom optics
and complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) electronics.
As such, SOI quantum photonic circuits13 and spontaneous photon-
pair sources14–18 have been developed recently.

Our SOI photonic device is presented in Fig. 1a. Inside the device
are two photon-pair sources, each of which comprises a spiralled
silicon waveguide 5.2 mm long in which the x (3) spontaneous
four-wave mixing (SFWM) process is possible (region II, Fig. 1a).
SFWM creates a signal–idler photon pair by annihilating two
photons from a bright pump beam (Fig. 1b). Non-degenerate
pairs are created by a single-wavelength pump, and degenerate
pairs require a dual-wavelength scheme19,20. In our experiments,
two amplified continuous-wave lasers produced the required
pump field. Pump distribution and single-photon interference
were achieved using 2 × 2 multimode interference (MMI) couplers
(reflectivity �50%), and a thermal phase shifter modified the

on-chip quantum and bright-light states. Off-chip wavelength-
division multiplexers (WDMs) were used to separate the signal,
idler and pump channels before the photon pairs were finally
measured by two superconducting single-photon detectors (dark
count rate 1 kHz, gate width 650 ps).

Evolution of the degenerate quantum and bright-light states pro-
ceeded as follows (Fig. 1a, regions I–IV). The bright pump was split
equally by the first MMI coupler (I) between the two sources (II). By
operating in the weak pump regime (so that only one pair was likely
to be generated), the simultaneous pumping of both sources yielded
a path-entangled N00N state, (|20l − |02l)/

��
2

√
. The relative phase

was then dynamically controlled via a thermal phase shifter
in one arm (III), which applied a f shift to the bright-light
pump and a 2f shift to the entangled biphoton state,
(|20l − ei2f|02l)/

��
2

√
. Finally, the bright-light and biphoton states

were interfered on a second MMI coupler (IV) to yield Mach–
Zehnder interference fringes in the bright pump transmission, and
half-period (l/2-like) fringes21 in the photon pair statistics, of the form

|Coutl = cosf |Cbunchl + sinf |Csplitl (1)

Here, the |Cbunchl state describes photons bunched together (coa-
lesced) in either output mode A or B, and the |Csplitl state describes
pair splitting, with one photon in each mode20. By considering the
degenerate pair case, and specifically setting f¼ 0 or f¼ p/2, we
can obtain either state at the output:

|Coutl =
|Cbunchl = 1��

2
√ (|20l − |02l), for f = 0

|Csplitl = |11l, for f = p

2

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩ (2)

When non-degenerate pairs are created, signal–idler exchange sym-
metry leads to identical quantum evolution and non-classical inter-
ference, as in equations (1) and (2). The corresponding |Cbunchl and
|Csplitl states for non-degenerate SFWM are:

|Cbunchl = 1��
2

√ (|1s1ilA|0s0ilB − |0s0ilA|1s1ilB)

|Csplitl = 1��
2

√ (|1s0ilA|0s1ilB + |0s1ilA|1s0ilB)
(3)

where s and i indicate signal and idler wavelengths, respectively (for
more detail, see Supplementary Section 4). We show experimentally
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that these non-degenerate colour-entangled22,23 states behave like
degenerate pairs.

High-visibility quantum interference (the non-classical inter-
ference between two photons24 on a beamsplitter) underpins all of
photonic quantum information science and technology. Quantum
interference within our device was quantified by the splitting and
bunching probabilities at the output, Psplit and Pbunch, as the on-
chip phase (f) was varied; classical interference was observed in
the transmission of the bright pump through the interferometer.
First, we manipulated the on-chip path entanglement of the two-
colour (non-degenerate) pairs. The experimental apparatus is pic-
tured in Fig. 2a, and detailed in Supplementary Section 1. WDMs
separated the monochromatic 1,549.6 nm pump from the non-
degenerate signal and idler photons (detuned by d¼ 6.4 nm) such
that signal–idler coincidences and pump transmission could be
measured at the same time. Detector coincidences As × Bi and
Bs × Ai were measured for Psplit , and As × Ai and Bs × Bi were
measured for Pbunch. The rates of classical transmission, as well as
Psplit and Pbunch, are recorded in Fig. 2b–d, respectively. In all
cases, high-visibility interference was observed, and both the Psplit
and Pbunch two-photon fringes exhibited a phase doubling com-
pared to their classical counterparts (a signature of path-entangled
two-photon N00N states).

According to equation (1), the splitting rate should follow Psplit/
sin2f (curves, Fig. 2c). This model works well, with the data exhibit-
ing net visibilities of 99.1+0.5% for Ai × Bs , and 98.8+1.2% for
As × Bi , where we compute the visibility V¼ (Nmax 2 Nmin)/Nmax
from the maximum, Nmax, and minimum, Nmin, values of each fit.
The uncorrected visibilities for these measurements remained
around 96% (all raw visibilities, including those for the following
measurements, are listed in Supplementary Section 7). Meanwhile,
for the bunching rate, equation (1) predicts Pbunch/ cos2f, but
instead an asymmetric behaviour is observed (Fig. 2d). This behaviour
can be explained by considering spurious SFWM pairs in the device’s
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Figure 1 | Mode of operation, mechanism of photon-pair generation and

physical structure of the device. a, Schematic of device operation. A bright

pump laser is coupled to the SOI chip using a lensed optical fibre and

on-chip spot-size converters (not shown). The pump is distributed between

two modes via a 2 × 2 MMI coupler (I), and excites the x (3) SFWM effect

within each spiralled SOI waveguide source (II) to produce signal–idler

photon pairs in the two-photon entangled state (|20l − |02l)/
��
2

√
. The

pairs are thermo-optically phase shifted (f, III) and interfered on a second

coupler (IV) to yield either bunching or splitting over the two output

modes, depending on f. b, Energy diagrams of both types of SFWM,

showing the time-reversal symmetry between the non-degenerate and

degenerate processes. c, SOI waveguide cross-section, with the thermal

phase shifter on top.
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Figure 2 | On-chip quantum and classical interference measurements,

varying the internal phase f. a, Apparatus showing the coupling of light

from a bright pump laser into the device via fibre lenses, and the separation

of signal (blue), idler (red) and pump (violet) wavelength channels using

WDMs. b, Transmission of the bright pump laser shows classical

interference. c, Measurement of signal–idler photon splitting between modes

A and B, showing quantum interference. d, Measurement of signal–idler

photon bunching, with signal and idler both in mode A or mode B. Fringe

asymmetry arises from spurious SFWM pairs generated in the I/O

waveguides (see text). e, Photon splitting as in b, but with monochromatic

photon pairs, created via degenerate SFWM. Coincidence data have

accidental coincidences subtracted.
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input and output (I/O) waveguides, identical in cross-section to the
source waveguides (Fig. 1c). We calculated corrected bunching
probabilities, P bunch

A and Pbunch
B , at the two output modes A and B as

P
A
B
bunch = |(G0 + GI/O) cosf+ GI/O|2 (4)

where G0 is the base SFWM rate of the spiral sources, and GI/O quan-
tifies the generation rate of spurious pairs inside the I/O waveguides
(see Supplementary Section 5). Equation (4) describes the Pbunch
data well (curves in Fig. 2c). We extracted the spurious pair rate
GI/O

2 , and found that such pairs accounted for a small fraction
of the total: GI/O

2 /G0
2¼ 2.5% for Pbunch

A and 2.1% for Pbunch
B .

As SFWM efficiency scales quadratically with interaction length
(G 2/ L2, see Supplementary Section 3), we compared these
ratios with the I/O-to-source waveguide–length ratio squared,
LI/O

2 /L0
2¼ 2.0%, and found good agreement. The GI/O

2 /G0
2 ratio is

of considerable importance—it measures the amount of |Cbunchl
contamination when the device is configured to produce only
|Csplitl. In our experiments, spurious pairs limited the observable
off-chip quantum interference visibility to V , 98%
(Supplementary Section 6). This noise could be suppressed by
modifying the waveguide geometry outside the source regions15 or
by moving to resonant sources17.

To show how our |Csplitl pairs could be used in an external
circuit, and to explore the implications of the colour entanglement
of our non-degenerate pairs, we performed several off-chip Hong–
Ou–Mandel-type (HOM) quantum interference measurements25

for various values of the signal–idler detuning d. The modified
apparatus is pictured in Fig. 3a. We configured the device to gener-
ate |Csplitl at the chip output (by setting f¼ p/2), then sent one
photon to a tunable delay line and the other to a polarization con-
troller. Thus, the optical path and polarization of the two photons
could be matched precisely, and we could introduce distinguishabil-
ity in the arrival time degree of freedom. The photon pairs then
interfered on a fibre beamsplitter (R¼ 50.2%), and we recorded
coincidences as we varied the arrival time (via the free-space
displacement, x).

The phase-stable two-colour |Csplitl state yielded HOM interfer-
ence fringes (Fig. 3b–d) that exhibited a beating between the non-
degenerate signal and idler wavelengths22,26 (with detuning d).
Owing to the colour entanglement present in |Csplitl, the filtered
biphoton spectrum has two lobes, one lobe from each of the
signal- and idler-channel filters (Fig. 3b–d insets). As the time-
domain HOM interference pattern is effectively the Fourier trans-
form of this spectrum, we can calculate the coincidence probability
after the beamsplitter to be

PHOM = 1
2
− V

2
cos 2px

d

l2
p

( )
sinc 2px

w

l2
p

( )
(5)

where x is the delay displacement, lp is the pump wavelength, w is
the WDM channel width and d is the signal–idler channel spacing.
As we tuned d� 0, the beat frequency decreased (Fig. 3b–d), as pre-
dicted by equation (5). Off-chip HOM interference visibilities were
measured for each value of d: V9.6nm¼ 94+4%, V6.4nm¼ 95+4%
and V3.2nm¼ 92+3%. These results show that our device would
perform well as an on-chip two-photon source.

Traditionally, multiphoton experiments have used degenerate
photon pairs at (near) visible wavelengths in discrete spatial
modes to allow arbitrary multipair interference27. As a route
towards such experiments on a silicon chip at telecom wavelengths,
we produced degenerate photons via degenerate SFWM (the time-
reversed version of the non-degenerate process), which requires a
two-colour pump (Fig. 1b; see Supplementary Section 1 for appar-
atus details). Using degenerate SFWM with a detuning of 22.4 nm
between the two pump wavelengths, we observed an on-chip
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Figure 3 | Off-chip HOM quantum interference measurements of |Csplitl.
a, Experimental schematic: photon pairs in the |Csplitl state exit the chip,

one is delayed by a displacement x and the other is polarization matched,

and then the pair is interfered on a beamsplitter. Two detectors measure

coincidences at different signal–idler detunings d. b, Detuning d¼ 9.6 nm.
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quantum interference fringe with V¼ 100.0+0.4 (Fig. 2e), and
measured off-chip HOM interference with V¼ 95+4% (Fig. 3e).
The oscillation-free HOM fringe corresponded to equation (5)
with d¼ 0.

Using both degenerate and non-degenerate SFWM, we observed
high-visibility quantum interference, both on- and off-chip (Figs 2
and 3). We observed visibilities on-chip higher than those
measured off-chip, and two explanations are, first, as mentioned,
the off-chip visibility was limited by spurious pair generation in
the I/O waveguides, and second, the HOM interference measure-
ments required both the on-chip phase and the off-chip polarization
to be controlled precisely, and drifts in both parameters reduced the
visibility. Regardless, the HOM visibilities were still high, and we
consider that the even higher on-chip visibilities show great
promise for future high-fidelity28 source–circuit integrations.

Despite these high visibilities, the measured count rates were low
because of poor system efficiency (see Methods) and low source
brightness. To extract the source brightness, we examined an iso-
lated spiral waveguide: we measured 2.7+0.4 kHz nm21 mW22

for non-degenerate pairs, and a similar 2.5+0.6 kHz nm21 mW22

for degenerate pairs, per units bandwidth and launched power.
Corresponding coincidence-to-accidental ratios were 290 and 45
(at 100 kHz generation rates, see Supplementary Section 2).
Brightness can be improved by further engineering our spiral
sources, that is optimizing the spiral length, or moving to res-
onant17,29 or slow-light18 SFWM enhancement. Even with the
current brightness, though, we have shown that our device can fill
the on-chip role that external crystal- or fibre-based sources have
taken traditionally.

Scalability is the ultimate goal for any integrated quantum
system. Bulk crystal spontaneous pair sources have been used suc-
cessfully in the largest optical quantum information experiments
to date27, including the production30 and manipulation31 of eight-
photon entanglement. These spontaneous sources can, in principle,
be scaled beyond this eight-photon limit by using the techniques
of active multiplexing and feed forward32,33. These schemes will
require integrated fast switches, single-photon detectors, a high
system efficiency and many identical and bright on-chip photon-
pair sources. We have shown that two identical SFWM sources
can be integrated monolithically in a waveguide circuit and made
to interfere with high visibility. This takes us one step closer to inte-
grated quantum circuits capable of generating and manipulating
large photonic states.

Methods
System efficiency. Using the quadratic non-degenerate SFWM power dependence,
we can extract the on-chip SFWM rate, together with the associated channel
efficiencies, hs and hi , where

hs =
RCC

Ri
= −24.2 dB, and hi =

RCC

Rs
= −25.5 dB

and RCC, Ri and Rs are, respectively, the coincidence, idler channel and signal
channel rates. These values quantify the total loss experienced by a photon from
its generation to detection at detector s or i, respectively. Both detector efficiencies
were measured at 8% (211.00 dB). From a cut-back measurement on the same wafer
we estimate the propagation loss as 4.1 dB cm21, although much lower loss is
possible34. Using hs and hi , and bright-light measurements, we calculated the
combined MMI and facet loss as 7.3 dB. We were unable to separate the MMI
losses from those of the facet, although very low-loss MMI designs exist35.

Optical apparatus. We used two continuous-wave tunable lasers to generate the
required pump field (one or two colours). These lasers were amplified by an erbium-
doped fibre amplifier to produce a total power of 80 mW (in the two-colour case, this
was divided between two spectral peaks), then filtered (50 dB extinction) and the
remaining 15 mW was edge-coupled onto the chip using 2.5 mm beam-waist
lensed fibres and on-chip polymer spot-size converters. Fibre alignment was
maintained using piezo-controlled feedback on the bright pump transmission.
Filtering was used to both clean the pump before the chip and to separate the pump
from the single photons afterwards (see Supplementary Section 1 for further details).

Off-chip HOM fringe optimization. The apparatus was configured as in Fig. 3a. We
used the interferometer, formed between the chip and the fibre beamsplitter, to
determine the zero path length difference point on the free-space delay. We input
amplified noise to this interferometer, and observed white-light fringes as we
varied the delay, with fringe maxima at the zero-difference point (and also the HOM
fringe centre). Then, we optimized the polarization controller using the classical
fringe visibility.

Electrical apparatus. An electrical probe was used to interface electrically
between the chip and an ultra low noise d.c. power supply. We applied voltages up
to 2.3 V to our thermo-optic phase modulator, for a maximum load of 36 mA.
Similar devices exhibited fuse voltages around 2.7 V. We correlated electrical
power with thermo-optic phase, with good results (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Fig. 3).

Device fabrication. The silicon nanowire waveguides were fabricated from a SOI
wafer with a 220 nm slab thickness. The waveguides were designed to be single
moded, having a width of 470 nm with a silicon dioxide upper cladding. I/O
coupling was achieved using spot-size converters that comprised a 300 mm
long inverse taper with a 200 nm wide tip beneath a 4 × 4 mm2 polyimide
waveguide. Structures were defined by deep ultraviolet photolithography
(248 nm) and dry etching.
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